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Biological polymers such as nucleic acids and proteins are constructed
of only one—the D or L—of the two possible nonsuperimposable
mirror images (enantiomers) of selected organic compounds. How-
ever, before the advent of life, it is generally assumed that chemical
reactions produced 50:50 (racemic) mixtures of enantiomers, as
evidenced by common abiotic laboratory syntheses. Carbonaceous
meteorites contain clues to prebiotic chemistry because they pre-
serve a record of some of the Solar System’s earliest (∼4.5 Gy) chem-
ical and physical processes. In multiple carbonaceous meteorites, we
show that both rare and common sugar monoacids (aldonic acids)
contain significant excesses of the D enantiomer, whereas other
(comparable) sugar acids and sugar alcohols are racemic. Although
the proposed origins of such excesses are still tentative, the findings
imply that meteoritic compounds and/or the processes that operated
on meteoritic precursors may have played an ancient role in the
enantiomer composition of life’s carbohydrate-related biopolymers.
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The organic phase of carbonaceous meteorites comprises an
insoluble “macromolecular” material (1–3), a complex mix-

ture of largely uncharacterized solvent-extractable compounds
(4), as well as discrete (identified) soluble organic compounds
such as amino acids (3, 5) nucleobases (6, 7), and sugar deriva-
tives (8). Analyses of this prebiotic organic carbon have been
important in understanding its early Solar System synthesis
and history: Characteristics of the organic phase suggest that it
consists of both products and survivors of interstellar/presolar
grain irradiation (9) and subsequent encapsulation and aqueous
reactions (10, 11) in asteroids “parent bodies.”
Several identified meteoritic organic compounds are chiral:

They can exist as two nonsuperimposable mirror image com-
pounds called enantiomers, commonly designated D and L. To
date, most chiral meteoritic compounds are reported to be racemic
mixtures, i.e., their D and L enantiomers are equal in abundance
(3). Racemic compounds are expected in nature because typical
abiotic synthetic processes are (historically) thought to occur in the
absence of asymmetric influences. Racemic mixtures are equated
with pristine/uncontaminated abiotic samples when discussing
meteoritic compounds. However, some meteoritic amino acids
that are rare on Earth, i.e., they are not constituents of proteins
and therefore less likely to be contaminants, have been con-
firmed to contain L enantiomer excesses (EE) (3, 12, 13). The origins
of such excesses are unknown.
Sugars, aldehydes, or ketones that contain multiple carbon

hydroxyl (carbon alcohol) groups, are also chiral and were likely
necessary for the origin of life. In the majority of extant bi-
ological sugars and derivatives (“polyols”), the D enantiomers are
significantly more abundant than the L enantiomers (we will note
exceptions in Results and Natural Occurrence of Relevant Sugar
Derivatives and Enantiomers). For example, only D-ribose, D-2′-
deoxyribose, and D-glucose are found in polymers such as nucleic
acids and polysaccharides. This exclusive use of only one enan-
tiomer is referred to as homochirality, and its biological origin has
been the subject of much research.

Meteoritic sugar derivatives, the subject of this work, include
sugar acids and sugar alcohols (Fig. 1). Previously, we identified
several polyols in the Murchison and Murray meteorites by gas
chromatography mass spectrometry (GC-MS) (8): Only molec-
ular identifications were reported. Here we describe the results
of GC-MS enantiomer analysis of a large suite of meteoritic
polyols (Fig. 1) from several carbonaceous meteorites of “type 2”
classification (see Materials and Methods). This includes all
straight-chained mono sugar acids (aldonic acids) of three car-
bons (3C) to six carbons (6C), 4C deoxy sugar acids, and chiral
(and nonchiral) analyses of the majority of 2C–5C sugar alcohols.
We found that aldonic acids, both rare and common, contain sig-
nificant D EE that increase with increasing carbon number. In
addition to rare compounds, we used characteristic markers
of extraterrestrial organic compounds, isotope ratios (13C/12C),
and comparisons to biological polyols (potential contaminants)
to verify the indigenous nature of the anomalous D/L ratios. The
magnitudes of the meteoritic aldonic acid EE might relate to
the beginnings of life’s biological EE.

Results
Sugar Acid Enantiomeric Excesses and Racemic Sugar Alcohols. En-
antiomer analyses of the smallest (3C) meteoritic sugar acid,
glyceric acid, reveal a consistent racemic (50:50 ratio of D to L

enantiomers) profile (Fig. 2 and Fig. S1). This is the case for all
interior meteorite samples and indicates abiotic origins; in con-
trast, biologically abundant glyceric acid (i.e., a potential con-
taminant) is overwhelmingly the D enantiomer, as discussed in
Natural Occurrence of Sugar Derivatives. The meteoritic 4C sugar
acids show a significant (and also consistent) contrast: Threonic
acid is only observed to possess large D EE. Such excesses, in
multiple samples, are 33–55% (Table 1 and Fig. 2) despite
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The majority of biological sugars and their derivatives contain
higher abundances of the “D” mirror-image forms relative to
the “L” forms. For example, nucleic acids are composed of only
D sugars. Carbonaceous meteorites can potentially assist in
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sugar derivatives. In multiple meteorites, we demonstrate that
rare and common sugar acids contain large excesses of the
D enantiomer. Such data indicate that early meteoritic com-
pounds may have influenced the enantiomer profile of sub-
sequent biological sugars and their derivatives.
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threonic acid being significantly less abundant in biology than
glyceric acid—and therefore less of a potential contaminant.
Enantiomer analyses of erythronic acid [and arabinonic acid
(5C)] have been more of an analytical challenge than other
aldonic acids (14): Different analytical methods have been de-
veloped only recently (see SI Materials and Methods). However, a
measurement of Murchison erythronic acid also demonstrated a
substantial excess of the D enantiomer (54%, Table 1). As a marker
of indigenous abiotic synthesis, it is significant that the rare and
nonbiological branched 4C acid, 2-hydroxymethylglyceric acid
(HMG) (Fig. 1), is observed in all meteorite extracts containing
threonic acid and erythronic acid (Fig. 2), with the possible
exception of the Murray meteorite (see Natural Occurrence of
Sugar Derivatives). In addition, the 4C deoxy sugar acids are
present and racemic (Fig. S2).
Among the comparable 4C sugar alcohols, only threitol is chiral

(ethylene glycol and glycerol are included in this study to compare
relative abundances). Fig. 3 shows that, in contrast to the 4C sugar
acids, threitol is apparently racemic in multiple meteorites (Table
S1). In addition, a rare branched 4C compound is also consistently
present in this group: hydroxymethylglycerol (HMGly). Both
threitol and HMGly are often found in the same meteorite sample
extracts as the anomalous threonic acid.
In contrast to the 4C acids, the relatively low abundances of

the 5C acids (Fig. 1 and Table 1) often did not allow for their
simultaneous detection in the same meteorite sample: Usually,
arabinonic acid and/or xylonic acid could be identified. However,
two samples of Murchison had sufficient abundances for the si-
multaneous analysis of all four acids (Fig. 4). All, including the
biologically rare lyxonic acid, displayed much larger D EE than the
4C acids, up to 82% (Table 1). The chromatographic separation

of D/L arabinonic acid, achieved more recently than other acids,
also possesses a large (and comparable) D EE (Table 1 and Fig.
4 B and C). The presence of a D EE in this compound is signif-
icant because L-arabinonic acid (and L-arabinose) is by far the
more common enantiomer in biology, as exemplified in a micro-
bial (soil/dust) sample (Fig. 4B, Lower). In addition, the 5C acids
apparently attained equilibrium proportions on the meteorite par-
ent body, lending further evidence toward the indigenous nature of
this suite (see Natural Occurrence of Sugar Derivatives).
Meteoritic 5C sugar alcohols also show a large decrease in

abundance relative to their 4C homologs (Table S1). Therefore,
the D/L ratio of arabinitol (the only chiral 5C sugar alcohol)
cannot yet be determined with confidence. Still, in sample GRA
92229, arabinitol appears to be both nearly racemic, and its
abundance is not significantly greater than those of the other 5C
sugar alcohols (Fig. 3E); in contrast, microbial 5C profiles typi-
cally show that D-arabinitol dominates L-arabinitol, ribitol, and
xylitol (Fig. 3E, Lower).
Simultaneous identification of all eight meteoritic straight-

chained 6C aldonic sugar acids (Fig. 1) in one sample has not
been achieved due to low abundances. However, six of the eight
members of the 6C group were identified in a sample of the
Murchison meteorite (Fig. 5A), and at least three were identified
in GRA 06100 (Table 1). Although we are attempting to mea-
sure this group in larger samples, current results of their enan-
tiomer analysis apparently reveal a similarity to their smaller (4C
and 5C) homologs: Only D EE are observed. In fact, only the
D enantiomers of the 6C acids were seen; therefore a quantifi-
cation of D/L excesses could not be done. However, if the 6C
group is consistent with the trend of the 4C and 5C acids, i.e.,
increasing D EE with increasing carbon number, one would

Fig. 1. Structures of sugar derivatives analyzed in this work. The compounds are composed of two to six carbons, 2C−6C. Sugar alcohols are commonly
defined by the corresponding (parent) sugars, e.g., ribitol is the reduced form of ribose. Deoxy sugar acids (*) are acids with at least one carbon not bonded to
an −OH group. Sugar alcohols are underlined.
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Fig. 2. GC-MS analysis of 3C and 4C sugar acids and enantiomers from various meteorites. (A) Racemic glyceric acid (Upper) and 4C acids including a D-excess
in threonic acid (Lower) from GRA 95229. (B−D) Analyses from the indicated meteoritic samples: Murch 39 (B), glyceric acid (Upper) and 4C acids (Lower);
Murch 38 (C), 4C acids; and ALH 831102 (D), 4C acids; the rare branched compound HMG is ubiquitous (see Results). Erythronic acid also contains a D EE (Table 1).
All compounds were analyzed as isopropyl ester/trifluoroacetyl ester (i-Pr/TFA) derivatives (see SI Materials and Methods).
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expect to eventually observe D excesses larger than those of the
5C group (e.g., Fig. 6). In addition to the presence of rare 6C
sugar acids in meteorites, possibly significant is the relative
abundances within this suite: Gluconic acid is not the most
abundant (Table 1). A couple of factors, the ubiquitous nature
and large relative abundance of glucose and gluconic acid in
organisms (i.e., possible sample contaminants) combined with the
ability of several microorganisms to oxidize glucose to gluconic
acid (15), suggest that gluconic acid would dominate the mete-
oritic 6C acids if microbial contamination was significant (e.g., Fig.
5A, Lower). In addition, gluconic acid was also not the most
abundant 6C acid in the GRA 06100 meteorite. A laboratory
study of 6C aldonic acids under alkaline conditions might reveal
whether the meteoritic profile in Fig. 5A is one of equilibrium
proportions, i.e., an equilibrium of acids where mannonic>
gluconic>galactonic; equilibrium is likely for the meteoritic 5C
acids, discussed in Natural Occurrence of Sugar Derivatives.

Isotope Measurements. Isotope ratio measurements (13C/12C)
were made on some of the most abundant meteoritic sugar acids
and glycerol. A measurement of combined (D+L) glyceric acid
yielded a value of +60‰ whereas 2-methylglyceric acid was
82‰ (Table S2 and Fig. S3), well above typical values of ter-
restrial organic compounds (3, 5) and among the highest recorded
values for meteoritic compounds. Measurement of glycerol from
GRA 95229 gave a value of +5‰, indicating that (at least) a

substantial portion of glycerol in this meteorite is indigenous.
Isotope measurements on compounds of lower abundances
(however, from purified extracts) yielded values of +10‰ for
D-threonic acid and +10‰ for combined (D+L) erythronic acid
(see SI Materials and Methods). Although these isotope values
indicate extraterrestrial origins, significantly more method de-
velopment is needed for the isotope analysis of individual en-
antiomers of 4C and higher sugar acids.

Discerning Extraterrestrial from Biological Compounds. Foremost in
discussions of meteoritic organic compounds are markers to
discern indigenous products (presolar and/or parent body) versus
those of potential contamination (16, 17) in lieu of an ideal di-
rect sampling of asteroids. In this regard, it is significant that in
the GRA 95229 meteorite the 3C and 4C sugar acids have very
similar enantiomer profiles to those in the much longer-studied
Murchison meteorite (Fig. 2). GRA 95229 has been judged to be
very pristine due to a lack of significant indicators of contami-
nation (18, 19). We also observed this remarkable cleanliness: Its
common protein amino acids, especially serine, are not domi-
nated by the L forms (the usual case with contamination) but
instead are racemic (Fig. S4). Furthermore, common sugar
contaminants such as L-arabinose, D-xylose, D-glucose, etc., were
absent in GRA 95229. Such contaminants would be particularly
significant to this study due to their potential oxidization to sugar
acids (e.g., Figs. S5 and S6) followed by (less likely) racemization

Table 1. Enantiomer ratios and abundances of sugar acids of carbonaceous meteorites

Number of
carbons/compound Percent D EE* Meteorite†

Abundance,
pmol/g (meteorite)‡

Biological occurrence of
acid (and parent sugar)§

3C acid
Glyceric 0 All 80 × 103 (M) D, Common

4C acids
Erythro-2,3-DHB 0 M39, M47 1 × 103 (M39) Rare
Threo-2,3-DHB 0 M39, M47 365 (M39) Rare
2,4-DHB 0 M39, M47 149 (M39) Rare
2-Methylglyceric 0 M39, M47 1 × 103 (M39) Rare
Threonic 43, 55, 33, 47, 34 G, M39, M52, M38, ALH 4 × 103 (M), 32(G) Common
Erythronic 54 M39 4 × 103 (M), 32(G) D, common
HMG — G, M39, M53, M57, LAP 120 (G) Rare

5C acids
Lxyonic 61, (D) M39, (M52) 502 (M39) Rare
Ribonic 57 M39 589 (M39) D, common
Xylonic 82, (D) M39, (M52) 889 (M39) D, common
Arabinonic 60, 47 M39, M52 963 (M39) L, common

6C acids
Allonic (D) M39 tr (M39) Rare
Idonic (D) GRA06100 tr (GRA06100) Rare
Gulonic (D/L) M39 tr (M39) Rare
Talonic (D) M39 29 (M39) Rare
Galactonic (D) M39, GRA06100 92 (M39) D, common
Gluconic (D) M39, GRA06100 273 (M39) D, common
Mannonic (D/L) M39 743 (M39) D, common

ALH, ALH 83102; DHB, dihydroxybutyric; Erythro-2,3-DHB, erythro-2,3-dihydroxybutyric acid; G, GRA95229; LAP, LAP 02333; M39,
Murchison 39; M52, Murchison 52, etc.; Threo-2,3-DHB, threo-2,3-dihydroxybutyric acid.
*HMG is a nonchiral compound. (D) Indicates the finding of only the D enantiomers of these acids (both enantiomers were searched
for). (D/L) indicates the compound is present but the D/L ratio could not be determined. The enantiomer ratios of DHB, Erythro-2,3-DHB,
Threo-2,3-DHB, and 2-methylglyceric acid were also measured in a second aliquot of M39 (M39-2) with better enantiomer resolution
than shown in Fig. 2. The 5C acids, D-xylonic and D-lyxonic, were also seen in a second meteorite, M52. The D enantiomers of (rare)
altronic acid and talonic acid may be present in trace amounts in the GRA 06100 meteorite.
†Glyceric acid is racemic (or near racemic) in all examined interior meteorite samples; crust samples are discussed in Discerning
Extraterrestrial from Biological Compounds. M38 was acid hydrolyzed.
‡Not measured in all meteorites. Abundances are approximate; listed values include both enantiomers in chiral compounds. Glyceric
acid, erythronic acid, and threonic acid abundances are from Murchison (M) in previous work (8); tr Indicates trace amounts but
positive identifications.
§Both D- and L-threonic acid are less common in biology than D-erythronic acid. Neither D- nor L-idose, the parent sugar of idonic acid, are
known to occur in nature (20).
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reactions (Fig. S7). It was for this reason that we analyzed the
polyol content of dust, soil, and exposed and cultured meteorite
crust samples (Figs. S8 and S9): Such samples are more realistic
analogs for the contaminants from microorganisms that might
affect meteorite samples (normal procedural blanks very rarely
show sugar acids).
However, because contaminants can generally be detected

in laboratory materials, reagents, and less pristine meteorite
samples, we found it imperative to address and investigate spe-
cific markers, sources, and mechanisms of potential contamina-
tion. Our studies on the degradation and racemization of
potential sugar contaminants combined with previous racemi-
zation studies (20) have helped to rule out these mechanisms as
significant sources of contamination during sample preparation;
see Supporting Information.

Natural Occurrence of Relevant Sugar Derivatives and Enantiomers.
When describing the results of analyses of meteoritic sugar de-
rivatives (above), we noted that D/L ratios of meteoritic com-
pounds such as glyceric acid, arabinonic acid, and arabinitol are
either opposite, or different from, those of common biological
contamination (e.g., Figs. 3E and 4B). The racemic nature of
meteoritic D/L-threitol (Table S1) adds to such differences; al-
though D-threitol can be found in nature (21, 22), a natural or
biological occurrence of L-threitol has not been reported (22).
The relative abundances of the meteoritic 4C acids, erythronic
and threonic, highlight a key difference from their terrestrial
analogs: These two compounds are nearly equal in abundance in
meteorites (Table 1). However, in all water-extracted soil/dust
samples that we have analyzed, erythronic acid is significantly
more abundant than threonic acid—consistent with the extensive
role of D-erythronic acid in biological processes (however, if
hydrolyzed or oxidized, such samples will produce certain levels

of both acids and their enantiomers through the reactions/
breakdown of other sugars).
In some instances, terrestrial L enantiomers may be found in

significant (relative) abundances: L-threonic acid is an oxidation
product of L-ascorbic acid (vitamin C) metabolism, as are some
other sugar acids, including L-tartaric acid, L-glyceric, etc. (23, 24),
and also the sugar L-threose (25). Although very rare, L-lyxonic
acid has also been identified as a vitamin C product (24); the rare
sugar D-lyxose can be found in a modified form in a limited
number of organisms (26). Among the compounds involved in
the synthesis of vitamin C are L-gulose, L-gulonic acid, L-galac-
tose, and L-galactonic acid (27). The lack of significant relative
abundances of the L enantiomers of sugar acids (from interior
meteorite samples), particularly L-arabinonic acid and L-threonic
acid, suggests that the observed D EE are likely to be indigenous
to the meteorites.
The presence and abundances of the rare 4C branched and

deoxy acids and the rare 4C sugar alcohols (Fig. 1) indicate extra-
terrestrial origins: Their abundances are not markedly lower than
those of the more biologically common compounds (erythronic acid
and erythritol), and all chiral compounds in this group are racemic
(Table 1 and Table S1). HMG (Fig. 1) could have at least partial
origins in the oxidation of its parent sugar, 2-hydroxymethylglycer-
aldehyde: This compound is known to be produced in (abiotic)
formose reactions (28) and might have originated in such, or
related (29), reactions on the meteorite parent body.
The relative abundances among the meteoritic 5C sugar acids

from one sample (Murchison 39, Fig. 4A) might also indicate
indigenous aqueous processing. Previous research (30) with
laboratory standards of the same 5C acids has shown that epimer
pairs (Fig. S7) reach equilibrium in solutions of strong base
(KOH, T ≈ 100–140 °C, several hours); the ribonic/arabinonic
ratio was found to be 0.63, and lyxonic acid/xylonic acid was 0.53.

Fig. 3. GC-MS analysis of 4C and 5C sugar alcohols including enantiomer separation of D and L threitol from various meteorites. Meteorites analyzed are (A)
Murchison (Murch) 57, (B) equimolar standards of erythritol and threitol (total, D+L) run under the same GC parameters as Murch 57, (C) GRA 95229, and (D)
ALH 85013. The rare hydroxymethylglycerol (HMGly), the reduced analog of HMG (Fig. 1), was observed in most meteorite samples. (E) 5C Sugar alcohols from
GRA 95229 (Upper) compared with corresponding compounds in soil/dust (Lower). The soil/dust sample was extracted for 20 h under an ambient (air) at-
mosphere. All compounds were analyzed as TFA derivatives.
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The ratios of the same meteoritic epimer pairs are nearly iden-
tical, 0.62 and 0.5, respectively, indicating attainment of equi-
librium in a longer period due to the relatively mild conditions of
pH and temperature in type 2 carbonaceous meteorites. The
relatively fast and gentle meteorite extraction conditions of the
present study would not allow such equilibration.
Although simulating the exact history of possible contaminants

in a given meteorite is unlikely, certain types of analyses, samples,
and analogs are useful. We used local dust/soil mixtures as analogs
for, at least some, expected contaminants. Although all meteorite
powders were subjected to quick and gentle extraction (see Ma-
terials and Methods), dust/soil samples were subjected to condi-
tions from gentle to relatively harsh. Some (below) underwent
short periods of water extraction; another, shown in Figs. 3E, 4B,

and 5A, underwent no oxidation or alkaline hydrolysis but an
extended period (20 h) of stirring in water under ambient air, i.e.,
it was exposed to oxygen; others underwent alkaline hydrolysis and
oxidation. All were meant, among other things, to determine
which sugar acids might be produced by decomposition of ambient
sugars—some of which likely already happened to the soil portion
of the samples, given the years of exposure of soils to the elements.
Analyses show the expected, more biologically abundant,

compounds and enantiomer ratios: high D to L glyceric acid (Fig.
S8A), high L to D arabinonic acid, abundant D-xylonic acid (Fig. 4B,
Lower), and high D to L arabinitol (Fig. 3E, Lower). Unoxidized
sugars are, of course, major components of such samples, principally
L-arabinose, D-xylose, D-glucose, D-galactose, and D-mannose. We
often observed the production of acids such as erythronic, threonic,

Fig. 4. The 5C sugar acid enantiomer analysis of the Murchison meteorite. (A) A sample of Murch 39 (same sample as in Fig. 2B) analyzed immediately
after extraction and preparation. (B) Murch 39-2, a separate portion of the Murch 39 extract, was stored until methods were developed to (reliably)
separate enantiomers of arabinonic acid (Upper). The corresponding compounds in a sample of soil/dust (from the same sample as in Fig. 3E) (Lower). The
change in D-L elution order of xylonic acid enantiomers from A was due to use of a different GC column (see SI Materials and Methods). A possible trace
amount of lyxonic acid is present in the soil/dust sample; this would likely be due to the breakdown/oxidation of the common 6C sugar, galactose (see
homologous relationships in Fig. S5) as none of the rare parent sugar of lyxonic acid, lyxose, was found. (C) The 5C acids of Murch 52. Methods for the
consistent enantiomer separation of ribonic acid were not yet developed. No L enantiomers of lyxonic acid or xylonic acid were seen—likely due to overall
low abundances. The change in D-L elution order of arabinonic acid enantiomers from that of B was due to use of a different GC column and compound
derivative. Murch 39 samples were analyzed in their i-Pr/TFA forms; Murch 52 compounds were analyzed in ethyl esters (Et/TFA) forms (see SI Materials and
Methods for derivatization details).
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and glyceric from such sugars when dust/soil samples received
harsher treatments (e.g., Fig. S6). Importantly, we have never ob-
served the rare sugar lyxose or the rare 6C sugars in such samples.
Also, as shown in Figs. S8B and S9, we have ruled out significant
effects of long-term microbial contamination on the enantiomer
profiles of the present (interior) samples.

Discussion and Conclusions
The majority of carbonaceous meteorites are thought to be
fragments of asteroids (10, 31). There is ample evidence for the
formation of meteoritic compounds from simpler precursors during
asteroidal aqueous alteration (12). At least one example from the
present set of compounds is likely to be ethylene glycol. A partial

Fig. 5. GC-MS chromatograms and mass spectra of 6C sugar acids; all compounds in this analysis were converted to their i-Pr/TFA derivatives. (A) Murch 39
(Upper) and the corresponding compounds from soil/dust (Lower, from same soil/dust sample as Figs. 4B and 3E); *, in Murch 39, D-allonic acid is of relatively
low abundance and is considered a tentative identification; however, the major ions, 631, 563, and 543, are present in the mass spectrum (see B) at the correct
GC retention time; †, the enantiomers of mannonic acid coelute under the employed GC conditions. Parentheses indicate that the L enantiomers were not
detected; their known retention times are indicated. (B) Mass spectra of a 6C standard (gluconic acid) (Lower) and a 6C sugar acid (Upper) from Murchison.
The shown mass spectra are nearly identical to all 6C aldonic acids. (C) Examples of enantiomer separation of standards.
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origin of this abundant meteoritic compound could well be its facile
formation in aqueous solution (32) from interstellar ethylene
oxide—a cyclic precursor molecule and constituent of interstellar
grains (33, 34). However, before later aqueous reactions on asteroid
parent bodies, small molecules bound to interstellar/presolar grains
(the building blocks of asteroids and comets) were subjected to
radiative (9) and other processing in the forming Solar System.
Previously, it was postulated that a portion of meteoritic sugar

derivatives could be the result of photolysis of precursors on
interstellar grains (8). Recent analysis of a suite of soluble com-
pounds from CR meteorites led researchers to conclude that a
fraction of the compounds (including sugar alcohols) were formed
before any possible onset of aqueous alteration in the parent
bodies and could therefore have origins in preaccretion environ-
ments: Some of the meteorites showed little or no evidence of the
action of liquid water (12). Consistent with these findings, recent
laboratory experiments designed to simulate the low-temperature
irradiation of organic precursors on interstellar grains produced a
suite of larger polyols, including multiple sugars (35, 36). In the
case of formaldehyde, a precursor to polyols, simulations using IR
detection have shown that formaldehyde/NH3/H2O mixtures start
to form compounds down to at least 40 K, i.e., temperatures rel-
evant to interstellar/presolar grains (37). In addition, this work did
not use radiation or other energy sources commonly used in such
simulations: Sample warming was the only initiator of synthesis.
More recent work, using irradiation (UV and electron), has shown
in situ synthesis of organic molecules in mixtures starting at 5 K,
i.e., the reactions mixtures were not warmed in preparation for
analysis (by laser ablation/ionization mass spectrometry) (38).
The exposure of grains (and their carbon molecules) to interstellar

forces offers a possible explanation for the EE observed in some of
the meteoritic polyols. Primordial and ubiquitous forces such as ra-
diation and magnetism preceded complex chiral compounds and
may have contributed to the earliest EE. In the laboratory, two
methods using these forces have been confirmed to produce EE in
compounds. One is photolysis of enantiomers by circularly polarized
UV light (UV CPL) (39). UV CPL is also suggested as a possible
interstellar mechanism for the production of EE (40, 41). Laboratory
experiments with UV CPL have demonstrated a slight preferential
destruction of one enantiomer, which resulted in relatively small but
reversible EE (depending on the direction of the CPL) from an

initially racemic mixture of amino acids (39). When performed at
low (i.e., interstellar) temperatures, UV CPL is reported to induce
EE during the actual synthesis of compounds (42).
A second method involves magnetochiral (inducing enantio-

selectivity with magnetism + light) techniques and is also sug-
gested as a possible interstellar agent of EE (43). Theoretical
calculations suggest the necessity of including transition or rare-
Earth elements and the asymmetric application of the two forces
to a sample; the incident magnetic field and light must be in
parallel (or antiparallel) directions. In a demonstration of magne-
tochiral effects, a racemic (and premade) complex (K/Cr/oxalate)
was simultaneously exposed to intense unpolarized light and a
parallel magnetic field of ≤15 T; small (∼10−4) but reversible
EEs (depending on the direction of the magnetic field) were
temporarily created (43). Although the EE produced in both of
the above experiments were small, a general scenario for the
origin of the large EE observed in meteoritic sugar acids (and
other meteoritic compounds) might involve the creation of small
initial EE on interstellar/presolar grains. These initial EE could
then influence the continued organic synthesis on grains, as well
as while grains conglomerate into larger bodies, and, finally,
during periods of aqueous activity in asteroids (with increasing
EE at each stage).
However, if the combination of radiation and magnetism

contributed to EE in organic compounds in the early Solar
System, then, as described above, parallel magnetic and light
directions were likely required. In this regard, if the Solar System
formed as part of a star cluster, as is the case for most stars (44, 45),
the Sun’s disk of icy material was likely irradiated by a neighboring
star (46). Recent observations of the external irradiation of multiple
young (protoplanetary) disks by single massive (O/B) stars show that
the entirety of a disk can be irradiated (47). In a study applying such
a scenario to our own protoplanetary disk, calculations demon-
strated that irradiation by a neighboring (O/B) star might have
produced significantly more organic material in the disk than what
would have been produced by irradiation from the Sun (46).
Such external irradiations are unidirectional for a given plane-

tary disk (47). If any simultaneous (and sufficient) magnetic fields,
internal to the disk (but also possibly from the external source),
were also parallel to the irradiation, the conditions demonstrated in
the above magnetochiral laboratory experiment would be satisfied
and could possibly result in EE in subsequent compounds. UV
CPL from a neighboring star could also result in net EE in disk
organic compounds. Calculations also show (9) that any ambient
(from all directions) external irradiation on the protoplanetary disk
combined with periodic warming of disk grains will result in sig-
nificant organic production; complex organic material was there-
fore suggested to be a much more general feature of planetary
disks and not necessarily dependent on nearby massive (O/B) stars
(9). Within a single planetary disk, such physical forces may or may
not be asymmetrical.
All of the present meteoritic sugar acids with EE are diaste-

reomers (i.e., they contain more than one chiral carbon). Like-
wise, a few diastereomeric meteoritic amino acids have recently
been found to contain EE (12). Due to the fact that such com-
pounds normally retain enantiomer asymmetry under mild con-
ditions (Fig. S7), they may be illustrative of EE preserved for
∼4.5 Gy. In this regard, they may give further hints that, in the
early Solar System, whatever asymmetric forces produced EE
may have been more significant than once believed. For exam-
ple, it has been shown that the actual largest and ubiquitous
source of meteoritic organic carbon, the macromolecular carbon,
also contains a (unknown) source of asymmetry (48). If, as sug-
gested, the polyols in this work resulted partially from formose
reactions, then they (or their higher homologs) may be constit-
uents of this unknown source of asymmetry, given that the
macromolecular carbon is also similar to formaldehyde reaction
products (49).

Fig. 6. Plot of the average D/L ratios of the majority of identified chiral
meteoritic sugar acids from Table 1. The 5C values are only from Murch 39;
this Murchison fragment was more pristine than Murch 52; *, the 6C value is
extrapolated based on the D/L trend of 3C → 4C sugar acids.
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In summary, we find that all 4C−6C straight-chained aldonic
acids (excluding deoxy acids) in multiple carbonaceous meteorites
possess D EE that increase with increasing carbon number. Ob-
servations that support evidence of the extraterrestrial origins of
this phenomenon include the presence of rare compounds: an
excess of D arabinonic acid, D- and L-lyxonic acid (with D/L ratios
similar to the other 5C sugar acids), rare (D-only) 6C acids, and
branched nonbiological 4C compounds. In contrast, comparable
(and biological) sugar alcohols and rare deoxy sugar acids are
racemic in some of the same extracts as acids that possess EE.
Other evidence of abiotic chemistry includes the apparent equi-
librium proportions of the 5C acids and high 13C/12C ratios in some
compounds. Polyol homologs or their synthetic processes may also
contribute to the unknown source of asymmetry (EE) in meteoritic
macromolecular carbon.
Asymmetric meteoritic compounds may have either played a

direct role in the formation of the first homochiral biological
polymers or influenced the chirality of their subsequent syn-
theses. It now seems possible that the EE of two meteoritic
classes of compounds, sugar acids (D) and amino acids (L),
qualitatively match the excesses of the corresponding classes in
extant biology. However, although we have used criteria (rare
compounds/enantiomer and isotope ratios) in attempts to dis-
cern extraterrestrial from Earth material in the present sam-
ples, it is critical that current (50) and future space missions
capable of enantiomer analysis examine and/or return samples
of carbonaceous material to verify laboratory enantiomer mea-
surements of meteoritic compounds.

Materials and Methods
Meteorite Samples Analyzed (Classification)−. The following samples were
analyzed (51): Murchison (CM2), Murray (CM2), GRA 95229 (CR2), Alan Hills
(ALH) 83102 (CM2), ALH 85013 (CM2), LaPaz Icefield (LAP) 02333 (CM2), and
GRA 06100 (CR2). The designation “2” indicates that a meteorite has ex-
perienced significant hydration (among other properties). In general, type 2
meteorites contain the highest amounts of soluble organic compounds. All
meteorites except Murchison and Murray were obtained from the Antarctic
collection at NASA’s Johnson Space Center.

Extraction and Preparation of Meteorite Samples. Procedures for the extrac-
tion and isolation of bulk fractions of compounds (including ion exchange
chromatography) and purification of individual compounds are similar to
those of previous analyses (8, 52, 53). Interior portions of each meteorite
were taken and the water extraction of all listed meteorite samples were
done under very mild extraction conditions: None were heated above
room temperature, to avoid decomposition, racemization, or epimeriza-
tion of any possible susceptible compounds. A typical extraction consisted
of a brief (∼3 min) stirring and/or sonication of a meteorite powder in
water. The sample was then centrifuged, and the water was removed and
frozen; this procedure was repeated multiple times, and the separate
water extractions were combined in preparation for further processing.
Sample Murchison 39 (Murch 39) was extracted under a helium atmo-
sphere to further guard against possible oxidation of any carbonyl com-
pounds. The water extract of Murch 38 (Table 1) was subsequently acid
hydrolyzed with trifluoroacetic acid. Subsequent desalting and fraction-
ation of compounds by acidity is similar to previous work (52). After
centrifugation to remove insoluble matter, a slightly acidified and con-
centrated supernatant was applied to cation exchange resins: typically AG
50-X4 resin, 200–400 mesh, H+ form (Bio-Rad). Eluents were then con-
centrated, made slightly alkaline, added to anion exchange resins, and
eluted with aqueous acid solutions to fractionate compounds by binding
affinity (to the resin). The form (i.e., counter ion) of the anion exchange
resin for some samples (including Murch 39) was acetate, again, to mini-
mize possible side reactions of possible labile compounds—in this case,
carbonyl compounds (54). See Supporting Information for complete ma-
terial and methods.
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